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Summary Report

At the 1980 annual meeting of the Education Commission of the States, a

resolution was adopted directing staff "to evaluate current and possible acti-

vities of the Commission concerning the educational needs of cultural minori-

ties, including but not limited to Hispanics, and to report to the steering

committee at its fall 1980 meeting."

To some extent, the ability of the staff to evaluate current activities

of the Commission was dependent on the development of an understanding of what

kinds of education needs are of greatest concern to cultural minorities at

this time (summer/fall of 1980). That, in turn, led to the need to group cul-

tural minorities into specific categories and to identify the education needs

of each group as well as to determine which needs were :gammon to more than one

group.

The staff, therefore, commissioned six papers to be written on the educa-

tion needs of the following groups: (1) Blacks; (2) Mexican Americans; (3)

Cubans; (4) Puerto Ricans; (5) Indians and Native Alaskans; and (6) Asians and

Pacific Islanders. The papers were written by individuals who are noted author-

ities and they were reviewed by individuals who also are recognized as experts

*
on minority concerns. Because of the very short period of time between the

annual meeting and the fall steering committee meeting, authors and reviewers

were not asked to provide extensive, documented reports, but to provide their

0
own perspectives and understanding of the current needs that exist.

* A list of titles, authors and reviewers is attached.
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These papers, then, provide a comprehensive overview from which staff

were able to assess the ongoing activities of the Commission. The implications

drawn from the papers are presented, briefly, in the next few paragraphs and

followed by a description of recent activities within the Commission that ap-

pear to be most relevant.

Education needs resulting from poverty. Title I of ESEA is based

on the assumption that poverty results in educational disadvantagement --

an assumption that is borne out by research. It is widely recognized
that America's cultural minorities are poor and that minority populations
do suffer from the effects of educational disadvantagement.

There have been three different kinds of responses. On the one hand,
compensatory education has evolved as a programmatic response to meeting

the needs of poor children. Second, the recognition that poor children

tend to attend schools where education resources are limited has re-
sulted in extensive efforts to reform state school finance systems. As

a result, greater equity has been achieved in recent years in the finan-
cing of education which, in turn, has helped provide for a more equal

educational opportunity for disadvantaged students.

In the case of Black students, a third strategy has been that of

school desegregation. Although not a panacea in itself, even when suc-
cessfully implemented, school desegregation can also lead to a greater

equality of educational opportunity.

Education needs resulting from cultural differences. The primary

impact of being culturally "different" is a psychological one and one

that impacts education achievement in different ways. For example, a

student who has recently arrived from Vietnam experiences a kind of "cul-

ture shock" that is different from the more subtle response of the U.S.

born minority child to the Anglo classroom. Both, however, have diffi-

culty making a transfer from the ideas and values of their parents to
those that are taken for granted by Anglo Americans in the classroom
setting.

Some examples are provided in the papers that help to illustrate the

problem. Indochinese children are likely to have been encouraged to learn
by rote memory and may find it difficult to develop and apply analytic

skills in the classroom setting. Asian younsters may find it difficult
to express their own opinions when asked to do so by the classroom teacher

since that might be viewed, by their parents, as disrespectful. Newly

arriving students from Cuba (the Marielese "entrants"), show a range of

behavior patterns that are indeed unusual in American schools as a result
of their upbringing in a communist country.

There appear to be two kinds of responses available to help minority

students make a better adjustment to the school setting. For the past
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twenty years, Cuban students entering the Dade County Public Schools have

found counseling services available, provided by adults (many of them from

Cuba) who are highly qualified to help students understand the differences

between the culture they have grown up in and the one they were entering

-- and to learn to benefit from the best that both cultures have to offer.
Bicultural education, where it exists, is designed to do the same thing,

but also, to help the Anglo child gain a greater understanding and ap

preciation of cultures other than his or her own.

Eduction needs resulting from linguistic differences. The recent

efforts of the Office for Civil Rights to promulgate regulations for

national origin minority students who are limited English proficient has

been highly instrumental in attracting the attention of educators to this

particular set of needs. In each of the six groups, including Blacks, a
significant number of students are adversely affected by language barriers

that impede the learning process.

There are wide variations. Some students may not speak English at all

while others may be limited English proficient or may speak a dialect of

some kind ("Black English," Haitian, etc.). Newly arriving immigrants

have a different set of education needs than do U.S. born children just

entering school, even though they may both speak Spanish. While there is

some uncertainty about when a student is no longer in need of special help

to improve English proficiency, it is widely recognized that evev;y student

must be able to understand, speak, read and write standard English in

order to fully realize his or her educational and employment opportunities.

The primary response to this need has-been bilingual education, often

combined with EnglishasaSecondLanguage, tutoring or other specialized

programs designed to help students become fluent in English. Relatively

new, nationwide, and largely a response to court decisions (particularly

the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Lau v Nichols, 1974), these programs

provide special services for only a small percentage of the students who

might be expected to benefit from them.

Further, there are wide variations in the quality and comprehensive

ness of programs, a fact that reflects, at least in part, the greater

difficulties that some language groups present in terms of developing

curriculum materials and recruiting qualified bilingual teachers. Pro
grams are also not typically available for students who speak dialects or

other variations of English, even though many such students are limited in

English proficiency.

Education needs related to high rates of mobility. Many minority

students are highly mobile, moving between the mainland and Puerto Rico or

Mexico, or, as newly arriving immigrants, moving from one location to

another in search of better jobs, a better climate or, perhaps, relatives.

Migrant workers, as a part of the migrant stream for approximately six

months of every year, have many cultural minorities among them (e.g.,

Hispanics, Indians).

The only mechanism to date that has been establishes to meet the educa
tion needs of mobile students is the Migrant Student Record Transfer System
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(MSRTS). Headquartered in Arkansas, the MSRTS allows educators to access
student information on migrant children through computer terminals. No

similar mechanism in in place for newly arriving immigrants or for stu-
dents who travel back and forth from Puerto Rico or Mexico (unless they
are the children of migrant workers), to provide a degree of continuity
in their education program.

The need for parent education and parent involvement. One final
commonality is the heavy emphasis placed by authors on the need for parent
education and involvement. Although most heavily emphasized by Indian
parents and tribal leaders, this approach appears also to be an important
means of improving the education of Black children (since research has
shown that Black parents have high aspirations for their children in terms
of education attainment).

Interestingly, parent education and involvement was viewed by almost
all authors as an important means .of improving education Opportunity.
Even in the case of refugee families, who typically find it difficult to
participate in education planning or decision making due to cultural and
linguistic barriers, there is nonetheless an interest in helping their
children learn at home -- an interest that was viewed as extremely valu-
able to the learning process.

In many cases, parent education was viewed as beneficial, education-
ally, to parents as well as students, while parent involvement was viewed
as essential to formulating education programs that were accepting of and
responsive to different cultural groups.

Although the authors of these papers generally limited their remarks to

elementary/secondary issues, it should also be noted that each group appears

to have some education needs at the postsecondary level as well. Most pre-

dominant is the fact that -- as a result of poverty, language barriers and

disadvantagement -- only a small percentage of minorities enter postsecondary

institutions and many of these do not complete the requirements for a degree.

As a result, many professions, for all practical purposes, are closed to

minorities, including the teaching profession. Not only are important kinds

of "role models" largely missing in the lives of minority children, the adverse

effects of stereotyping continue to be reinforced in a continuing, repetitive

way.

Finally, although also not frequently mentioned by the authors of papers,
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health problems appear, by Lmplication, to be a matter of concern on the part

of educators. It is well known that poor nutrition and inadequate health care

are not uncommon in low-income families but, in addition, both immigrant and

migrant children are affected by serious health problems and a high incidence

of handicapping conditions.

Newly arriving Cuban students, fnr example, have been raised in an econ-

omy that is characterized by food shortages of different kinds and food ration-

ing; Indochinese children, particularly those from war zones, are often affected

by serious health and handicapping conditions. Many migrant children have

severe health problems and an unusally high incidence of accidents that re-

sult in one or more handicapping conditions. For educators, these problems

can, of course, seriously complicate their efforts to effectively address the

student's special education needs.

These then, appear to constitute the most fundamental needs of cultural

minority groups with respect to oducacion. The very brief, generalized de-

scription of the strategies and programs that have come into existence to

address these needs provj-ir, a framework for the following discussion of ECS

activities.

The activities of the Commission range from the collection of policy

relevant data and information highly focused technical assistance efforts.

There is often, also, a component of ECS activities that provides for informa-

tion dissemination referral services and convening functions. Most activities

of the Commission represent some combination of the above. With respect to

addressing the needs of cultural minorities, the activities of the Commission
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are grouped below in accordance with thuir lovel of apectficity -- beginning

with more policy oriented activities and ending with specific forma of techni-

cal assistance,_

.(1) Information/Data Collection. The .largest information/data collection

activity within ECS is the National Assessment of Educational. Progreaa, which

provides measures of student performance in different subject areaa on a regu-

lar, continuing basis. The data collected by National Assessment, for example,

tells policy makers if there has been a change in student performance in such

areas as science, math, reading, writing, etc., over a five-year period -- by

age level, geographic region, etc. Minority populations are also assessed so

that comparisons with the population as a whole can be made.

Because of its methodology and because it measures education attainment

over time, National Assessment data is highly relevant to the development of

state and national education policy. In his recent campaign, for example,

President Carter referred to National Assessment data in an interview, stating:

...Our education system is not adequately reaching those
in our society who historically have been underserved --
disadvantaged, handicapped, Indian, English-limited and
minority students.

The National Assessment of Educational Progress pro-
vides us with a monitoring process which has helped us
to identify just how serious our problem is in promoting
equal educational opportunity." (Instructor, October 1980,
p. 39).

National Assessment findings also provide some indication that compensa-

tory education programs, and other related efforts, may be beginning to pro-

duce positive results.

Another noteworthy data collection activity is the ongoing effort of ECS'

Education Finance Center to monitor state funding for both compensatory educa-
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program helpo oncorago leodorohip at the di4trixt levo.t, rodootng rho roto of

tho courro in pianning d000grogation orratogloo, The Commioolon hao also nought

W4YH of on000raging 4 mare comprohonoivo approach to addr000ing minortry l00000

withoor l0000ning rho oPhogis on mooring the mpootoll4od floods of indlvtdual

minority groupo, 'Cho omphooto ham boon on idonttfying moro offoortvo and

otroamlinod opproachoo to ootogorical Vonding that aro rooponmtvo to oraco and

local initiativee and needo,

Finally, EC8 hao recently contributed to tho doveiopmont of regolationo

designed Co implement the provLsions of Titlo VI of the Civil Righto Act of

1964 with respect to national origin minoritiou wrth limited English proficiency,

The Commisalon prepared an analysis of the proposed regulations based on the re-

sults of: (1) a survey completed by ECS Commissioners; and (2) meetings of state

officials at which the provisions of the regulations were discussed. In addi-

tion, ECS staff members attended the six hearings conducted throughout the

United States on the proposed regulations.

(3) Technical Assistance. With respect to technical assistance, or more

directly focused activities, the following should be noted:

The Education Finance Center. As discussed in the preceding section,

school finance reform is a major strategy for improving educational opportunity

for low-income students. The Finance Center provides direct, indepth techni-

cal assistance to the states that have undertaken school finance reform efforts.

Many of the Center studies have specifically assessed the impact that alter-

native school finance methods might have on minority populations.

It should be noted that the Finance Center, in cooperation with the

National Conference of State Legislatures, has completed a twelve-month study

of the distribution of funds among all schools operated by the Bureau of Indian
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Affairs, In addition, Lhd study c1-t241e0 a "c041 nr educ,ilion" tudax fov

4ohnot and deVut000d 4 .'L-IMp41dr-h44e0 41M1,111011 PrOgraii) 41 4414h1e0 noilcy

makers to review the C0414 and impaots of alternative funding formulas. As

roon4, 4 now formulg two boon adopted by PGA,

10 The Law and Edneation hunter, Tho TAW and EalirsCiOn Contor 14 oon-

oorned with tho provieton or upvevontive 14W" 44414i:41100 to eratoe, heiping

pot toy makers datiaaa the legal- Impliestions or now polioy klitiativos, The

Cooter has been partiesiarly notivo in rho roa oe mtnianin oomporonoy toeting,

helping 44(0 ofrielnis antiotpato tho impact that now proposals mtght vo on

minority populations. to goneraL, much or the Contorts activities are focused

on helping states anticipate and respond to the needs of minority popniations

In their formal pot Icy actions so that, where possibie, intervention by the

courts can be avoided.

The Commission has three projects that are directly concerned with

providing assistance to the states with respect to minority needs. They are

concerned with Indian education, Desegregation strategies and migrant educa-

tion. Working closely with target states, these projects have helped states

define policies and develop more comprehensive approaches to meeting the edu-

cation needs of minority students.

Like most specialized ECS projects, these three projects have provided

technical assistance, information and referral services, and have developed

series of specific, policy-oriented reports. They have also acted as catalysts

and convening agents in individual states, helping to bring together policy

makers, professional and lay citizens, around issues of common concern.

Unlike the activities mentioned above, which are largely ongoing activi-

ties, the specialized projects are short-term activities. While the migrant
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a,lucation pro,lact has el:pandaa i.ts efforts, kqith state-c.ontrihnred Title

ESEA funds, both the Indian education and desegregation proleots have rOoaHOY

hail to rediwe the ncone of their activities 04a Co t4H01_14; cH(1)4Cks,

)ahitities in all throe areas have chaiwed rt,wentiv,

o 1144 conductod seminars of various 1,,inds that also have providod

direct, speciai1.4ed assisranco ro Ar4[0A, *Iillt-HAflzi on rho Bak.ko case aro an

eampio, as 4V0 the Advanced Leadership Program Seminars (ALPS), jointly con-

Oneced with the National. Conference or tiroro Legislatures, for H1:40 logtmlatorn,

Ctneliy, rho Coolmission will he providing assist -rote to AMOrtoill NOWA

Ln dovetopiag an assessment program, Funding 1H ;deo hoing sought to provtdo,

via teloconferencon, technical. assistance to pirates and torritortna that are

remote from tho matnland atatos (e,g., Sawatt, Alanka, American Samoa, Guam,

the Trust Torrttory of the Pacific Intends, the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico),

TV thin activity can ho undertaken, an opportunity will he available to more

effectively addreati the needa of many Antan and Pacteic THIand ntudentn and,

also, many Spanish-speaking atudents,

* * *

In sum, the Commission has assisted states in addressing the needs of cul-

tural minorities. Its activities have ranged from technical assistance to in-

formation/data collection and have involved working closely with both state and

federal officials on specific issues. Specialized staff members have been re-

tained to provide indepth assistance in the areas of school finance reform,

desegregation, Indian education and migrant education. No specialized project

staff, however, have been available with expertise in the area of bilingual

education although some activities have been undertaken in that area.
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It should also be noted that the Commission's activities in this area

have not been coordinated. While many staff members have been involved in

activities directly related to meeting the education needs of cultural minori-

ties, they have tended to work independently and there has been no overall

strategy within the Commission designed to assure that the activities under-

taken were mutually supportive. Similarly, no planning has taken place to

determine what new directions should be undertaken.

In the coming months, staff members working with concerned Commissioners,

will develop a set of recommendations for future possible activities, as dir-

ected by the resolution enacted at the 1980 annual meeting. The recommenda-

tions will be completed in time for review and consideration by the ECS policy

committee prior to the 1981 spring steering committee meeting. Commissioners

who would like to participate in formulating those recommendations are cordially

invited to contact either Roy Forbes or Carol Andersen of the ECS staff.

1.3
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